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Abstract. A shared workspace is a groupware system which allows multiple users to access objects
contained in it. The system needs to display notifications about the activities of co-workers to each
user if they are relevant for his/her work. This paper suggests a concept to model events in a shared
workspace. Based on that, a mechanism for specifying the relevance of event notifications is proposed
and a filtering mechanism is introduced. Several presentation techniques are described which are
capable of presenting event notifications at different relevance levels. Finally, a prototype
implementing part of the model is presented, and some critical remarks regarding the extensibility of
the system LinkWorks are made.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, groupware systems like LinkWorks are commercially available and broadly used to support
co-operation in geographically distributed working groups. One application class are virtual shared
workspaces, which support the simultaneous or asynchronous access of multiple users to a set of shared
objects. However, in most existing systems the user is not sufficiently informed about events happening in
the workspace due to the actions of other users (e.g., changing a shared document). Event notifications
offer the capability to overcome this lack of awareness, thus helping to create and maintain a shared
context for the work process going on. On the other hand, the user can be easily overloaded by a flood of
notifications.
This paper suggests a concept to model events in the context of a shared workspace. Based on that, a
mechanism for specifying the relevance of event notifications is proposed and a filtering mechanism is
introduced. Several presentation techniques are described which are capable of presenting event
notifications at different relevance levels. Finally, some critical remarks regarding the extensibility of the
system LinkWorks are made, and a prototypical implementation of some of the concepts is described.

2 Modelling Events and Notifications
Motivation. Groupware systems allow co-operation and communication. Awareness information can
support the user in these activities by creating and maintaining a shared context. We define awareness to
be the „use of implicitly existing information channels with the goal to capture past and present activities
of co-operation partners in the current working context“.
In the mode of synchronous awareness, information must be provided to the user about the current work
of her/his colleagues, their availability for communication etc. Here, detailed information about parallel
activities of other users has to be presented as far as it is relevant for the own work. Contrasting, the
asynchronous mode of awareness (often called catch-up mode) supports the user who has left the system
for a while in catching up quickly with the work of others. There, a summary of past activities has to be
presented.
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The presentation of event notifications is a means to support both modes of awareness. In order to cater
for uncoupled awareness1 and to filter the flood of notifications, a notion of context has to be used. As the
relevance of a notification determines its presentation, the (potential) receiver of a notification must be
able to control the relevance of existing notifications as well as of notifications about events in the future.
In existing research and commercial systems, the presentation of event notifications according to a userdefinable relevance is not supported. DIVA [SOH94] or BSCW [APP96], for instance, present event
notifications, but the presentation is the same for each user. LinkWorks [DEC94] shows notifications
about changes in a very intrusive way using modal dialogues, thus interrupting the user’s work. Although
this mechanism can be turned on and off for individual objects as well as for a part of the folder hierarchy,
it neither gives information about the object affected nor it allows follow-up actions.
Shared workspace, context. Using the desktop metaphor, we assume a hierarchically structured object
system to store the shared objects and want to call the objects which form this hierarchy containers. As
users often group their work objects by task in containers, we use a container as a work context.
Furthermore, we define a shared workspace to be a container object containing user objects which
represent the users who are allowed to enter the workspace and work objects which are the containers
(folders) and documents the users work with. When we enrich such a shared workspace with functionality
for providing awareness information (described in this paper) and communication facilities (planned), a
sort of a simple collaborative virtual environment is formed.
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Figure 1: Relation between events, interest, and notifications

Events, Interest and Notifications. To provide a flexible and user-controllable notification mechanism,
we must distinguish between events and notifications. Each user is free to register interest in a particular
event in order to determine how a notification about this event is presented to her/him. Thus, our model
consequently separates events from event notifications. While an event models all the information about
one state change of the system necessary to provide awareness of that change and is stored once, multiple
notifications about that event can be directed to multiple receivers to inform them about that change if it is
relevant to them. Table 1 lists the fields of an event tuple.
Questions of the user

Data to be captured

WHAT happened?

event type

WHEN did it happen?

time stamp

WHERE did it happen?

affected object,
parent object (context)

WHO did it do?

event initiator

WHICH further information exists?

optional parameters

Table 1: Questions of the user and corresponding event entry fields

1

to be aware of events happening in other contexts than the one the user is currently working in
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Events and notifications are linked by the interest of the potential receiver which can be specified using
interest tuples. As interest is concerned with future events, an interest tuple contains pattern fields to be
matched against the fields of each event on occurrence, and relevance fields which determine the
relevance of the notification to be generated if a match is found. The relevance of a notification (see
section 4) has two functions. First, it determines the presentation technique to use. Second, the relevance
controls the propagation of the notification in the context hierarchy. Propagation of notifications means
that notifications are forwarded to contexts in higher levels of the context hierarchy, starting from the
context of event occurrence, until a context is reached where the notification is presented2. This
mechanism enables to provide awareness of events raised somewhere down in the context hierarchy in
higher-level contexts. While interest supports specifying the relevance of notifications about future events,
lifecycle operations support the alteration of the relevance of existing ones and the retrieval of additional
information. These operations include
Lowering the importance of a notification (marking the notification as „read“)
Snoozing the notification to get a reminder at a later time
Confirming (deleting) the notification
Getting details about the event reported
Displaying the object affected by the event reported or performing follow-up actions on it (e.g.,
reading a mail whose arrival has been reported)
• Creating a communication channel to the initiator of the event reported

•
•
•
•
•

Lifecycle operations can be carried out either explicitly by the user or automatically by the system when
certain criteria are met3. In order to prevent information overload, a thinning concept has been provided
which removes all but the latest of multiple notifications about events which have the same type and affect
the same object.

3 Presenting Notifications
Characteristics of the Presentation Techniques. As stated above, the presentation of a notification
depends on its relevance. Consequently, different presentation techniques had to be designed. To derive
design criteria, we developed an intuitive classification of presentation techniques. For our purposes, we
distinguish between properties and capabilities of a presentation technique, where the former determine
the latter as well as have to meet certain user’s needs. As properties of a technique, we consider its
obtrusiveness, its context relation, its perceiveability and its degree of detail. Depending on these
properties, the capability of a technique to attract attention and its interactivity are considered to be of
importance.
Based on this, we introduce the urgency of a presentation technique as a criterion to decide which
technique to use for a notification based on its relevance. Rules are used to determine the mapping
between both. The ideal presentation technique maintains the relation to the object affected by the event,
has a high potential to attract attention, a rich set of interactive features and a low degree of obtrusiveness.
Unfortunately, this ideal presentation technique does not exist. Instead, each presentation technique is a
trade-off between its potential to attract attention and its interactivity on the one hand and its obtrusiveness
on the other hand. High potential to attract attention comes always at the cost of high obtrusiveness, which
is only accepted by the user for notifications with a high relevance.
Presentation Techniques for Notifications. We defined five steps of urgency and accordingly developed
five presentation techniques, which can be seen as an extension of the conventional desktop metaphor.
The presentation technique with the lowest urgency is not to present the notification. For most
notifications, the technique with the next higher urgency is used, which we called object-coupled
presentation. This technique presents some of the event attributes (e.g., time stamp or type) as graphical
attributes of the icon representing the object which is affected by the event. For this purpose, a consistent
extension of the graphical alphabet of the LinkWorks icons is proposed, which relies on altering the
colour of certain parts of the object icon or of overlaid special symbols in order to represent the time
stamp of the event (colour) and its type (icon part or overlay). Context-coupled presentation is the next

2
3

the so-called notification context
e.g., confirming the notification about an „document object changed“ event when the user opens this document for reading
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level of urgency, which presents the event notification within the context of event initiations, i.e. as a
button bar in the folder window which represents the context for the event. Non-modal global
presentation displays this button bar in a global window, which is always visible and not dependent on the
event context, thus allowing an easy, non-obtrusive overview over globally-relevant events. The technique
having the highest urgency, modal global presentation, uses a modal dialogue box to present a detailed
compilation of relevant events, offering rich interactivity and still maintaining the context relation. Colour
plates showing screen shots of the presentation techniques can be found at the end of this paper.

4 A Prototypical Solution
Prototype Architecture. To prove the feasibility of our concepts, we implemented a prototypical shared
workspace system under MS-Windows 3.1 using the API of the groupware system LinkWorks. Our
experiences showed, however, that the extensibility of LinkWorks is not sufficient to realise the
concepts outlined above. We discovered the following serious shortcomings:
• Structured, dynamic attributes were needed to store lists of interest entries, events and notifications
associated with an object. Such attributes are used by LinkWorks internally, but cannot be defined
via the API.
• The usage and extension of the existing notification mechanism of LinkWorks is not possible via
the API.
• LinkWorks methods concerned with the generation of user interface elements can not be extended
or overwritten using the LinkWorks API.
Thus, we had to implement all user interface functionality for our proof-of-concept prototype from scratch
using a user interface class library. An external database was used to store interest, events and
notifications. LinkWorks served only as an object store, for meta data management and for user
authentication.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the prototype

Data model. For supporting the tasks of collaborative office work, we selected a set of event classes
which is shown in Table 2. When looking at events, we must distinguish between atomic events and
activities. Where the former represent a single state change in the system (e.g., the creation of a new
document) at a point in time, the latter (e.g., a session of a user in the system) are processes which have a
time duration greater than zero and can generate a series of state changes. Thus, an activity can be
modelled by a series of events - at least by the pair start event – end event.
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Event/activity type

Semantics

CreateEvent
DeleteEvent
MoveToEvent
MoveFromEvent
ModifyEvent
RenameEvent
LoggedInActivity
EditActivity
ReadActivity
SystemEvent

Create object in a container
Delete object in a container
Move object into a container
Take object out from a container
Modify document object
Rename object
Presence of a user in the shared workspace
User is editing document object
User is editing document object
System message

Table 2: Event/activity classes an their semantics

For our implementation, we define an event entry to be a tuple e := (t, y, py, u, o, oy), which consists of the
event time t, the event type y, the optional parameters py (depending on y), the event initiator u, the event
object o and the parent object oy4.
An interest pattern must be able to describe future events which may be of interest to a particular user,
and it must specify the initial relevance of the notification to be generated if such an event occurs. We
specify an interest pattern as a tuple: i:=(o, Uo, y, exp(py), uo, w, b, cm ); being o the object which will be
affected by the interesting event, y the type of the event, Uo the set of users who might initiate the event,
exp(py) a logical expression on the parameters of y, uo the user specifying interest, w the importance and
cm the notification context of the notification to be generated (see below). The Boolean flag b indicates
whether to apply the interest pattern only to the first matching event5 or to all matching events.
A notification is modelled as: n:=(e, r, op, u) with the event e, the relevance r, the receiver u and the
possible interactions op. Implicitly, the sender of the notification is the initiator of e. The relevance of a
notification r:=(w, cm , s, t) consists of the importance w and the notification context cm (which are
initialised from the interest pattern) and the information status s and the snooze time t (which are needed
for realising lifecycle operations). The relevance of a notification determines its presentation.
Specifying interest. Each user can specify interest in any event regarding any object or subtree of the
container hierarchy. When interest is specified for a subtree of the container hierarchy (i.e. for a container
which contains objects), the user can choose between overwriting existing interest entries attached to
objects of the subtree (overwriting inheritance) or only applying the interest pattern to objects without
individual user-defined interest (non-overwriting inheritance). This provides a mechanism for setting userspecific default interest patterns. Figure 3 shows an example of specifying interest using non-overwriting
inheritance for a subtree of the container hierarchy.
When looking up interest after an event occurred, a three-step mechanism is used. First, a user defined
interest pattern attached to the object affected by the event (object interest pattern) is considered. Second,
the container hierarchy is traversed towards the root container in order to find user defined defaults. These
either overwrite the user-defined interest (overwriting inheritance) or are only considered when no object
interest pattern was found (non-overwriting inheritance). If this process does not find a resulting interest
entry which can be applied, the default entry of the class of the object affected by the event is used.

4

The parent object is only stored with event types which alter the relationship between parent and child objects, e.g., deleting an
object or moving an object to a different folder

5

For instance, when user A sends a mail message to user B, he/she might want to be notified that A read it. In this case, B is only
interested in the first read event, not in subsequential ones regarding the same message.
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Figure 3: Specifying interest

Generating and distributing notifications. When an event occurs, for each user a notification about that
event is generated according to his/her user defined interest or a default interest. The relevance is
initialised using the fields w and cm from the interest tuple. Notifications are propagated upward in the
container hierarchy in order to present an overview of events that happened lower hierarchy levels. As this
can lead to high volumes of data and to information overload, thinning of the propagated notifications is
necessary. For an overview it is considered sufficient to store only the most recent notification plus the
total number of notifications in the according subtree per container object and event type. Detail can be
provided to the user on demand.
Figure 4 shows the data flow of the generation and distribution of a notification about an event showing
the event initiator (local user) and a remote notification receiver. In a groupware system with potentially
long time delays it is crucial to separate between local and remote echo. We do this separation by
replicating the mechanism for the propagation of notifications. When the local user initiates an event, a
notification to the event initiator is generated and propagated locally. It is presented to the local user with
low urgency (i.e., the colour of the affected object icon changes) using the normal presentation
mechanism. As no network access is needed, the response time is reasonably short.
After that, the notifications to be stored in the database are generated. For doing so, the interest of each
potential receiver (i.e. each user who has access to the workspace) is determined by the interest lookup
process described above. According to the interest patterns found, notifications are generated, propagated
and stored in the database. In order to distinguish between primary and propagated notifications,
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propagated notifications are flagged accordingly. The remote client accesses the notifications in the
database either by a polling or a messaging mechanism, retrieves and presents them.
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Figure 4: Generation and distribution of a notification

Lifecycle and presentation of notifications. The concept of graded urgency of presentation techniques
has already been discussed in section 3. But how is a presentation technique selected given a notification
with a certain relevance? A notification can be presented at all levels of urgency up to a maximum level
according to the state it has reached in its lifecycle (see below). That means, if a notification is presented
using a technique with high urgency, it is too presented at all urgency levels which are lower. We call the
presentation technique with the highest urgency for a particular notification the maximum presentation
technique for that notification. If a notification has been generated, its maximum presentation technique
solely depends on its importance. In other words, a notification will never be presented with a more urgent
technique than its importance suggests. Table 3 shows which maximum presentation technique is selected
according to the importance of a notification.
Importance

Maximum presentation technique

unimportant
interesting
locally important
important
very important

None
Object coupled
Context coupled
Non-modal global
Modal global

Table 3: Presentation depending on the importance of a notification

Each notification has a lifecycle which can be represented as a state transition diagram. The states in the
lifecycle are determined by the values of the fields snooze time (t) and information status (s) in the
relevance tuple of a notification. These values can be changed interactively by the user (see, e.g., Colour
plate 4) in order to control the urgency of the presentation of existing notification. The snooze time is used
to postpone the display of a notification to a later time and thus realising a remembrance function. The
information status stores whether or not the user has marked the notification as „seen“. Furthermore, the
relevance tuple contains a field called notification context (cm ). This field controls the modal global
presentation – it is used to determine in which subtree of the context hierarchy (i.e., container) the
notification is relevant. For instance, a notification about an event that happened somewhere down in the
container hierarchy could be relevant in the root node of the hierarchy, i.e., the workspace itself, or in a
folder which is contained in the workspace.
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The above additional attributes of a notification are considered as follows:
1) A notification is only presented using modal global presentation if its notification context is open
(i.e., the corresponding window is opened on the screen). Thus, the notification context can be seen
as an information filter.
2) Notifications which are marked as „seen“ are presented object-coupled at maximum.
3) Snoozed notifications are presented are presented object-coupled at maximum from the time of
postponing until the expiry of the snooze time interval.
4) The propagated copies of a notification are never presented globally. This does not override 2) and
3).
Notifications about events directed to the event initiator are presented object-coupled at maximum
regardless of their importance. They serve as local echo of his/her actions.
Multi-threaded dialogue. According to [LUC94], the user interface of a groupware system should be
asynchronous, that means, a long network access should only block the objects affected, but not the whole
application. The LinkWorks API executes all calls asynchronous, thus both supporting and requiring an
asynchronous user interface. Figure 5 shows the possible states of a user interface object and the
transitions between these.
Operation
error
Non-open
operation
successful

Select
Start
operation
Unselected

Selected

Locked

Unselect
Operation not
permitted

Close

Open
operation
successful

Opened

Figure 5: State transitions of objects in a multi-threaded user interface

When an operation is to be performed on an object, it has to be selected first (operation Select). After
having selected all objects, the user can activate the operation he/she intends to apply to the objects. As
LinkWorks executes the operation sequentially on the selected objects, they have to be locked in order to
prevent the user from selecting more objects or deselecting objects while the operation is running. To
distinguish between multiple groups of selected objects, the Lock operation attaches a selection ticket to
each selected object which determines the group the selected objets belongs to. While the operation is
now executed, the user is enabled to select other objects than the locked ones and execute operations on
them. If the operation fails or generates an atomic event (e.g., renaming an object), the object state turns to
unselected upon completion. If the operation is an activity, the state of the object is turned to open until
the activity is terminated by a closing operation.

5 Conclusions
This paper investigated opportunities for the relevance-dependent presentation of notifications about
events in a shared workspace. We found that such notifications offer the potential to enhance the
efficiency of co-operative work in virtual shared workspaces, but have to be filtered according to some
notion of relevance in order not to overload the user with information.
We developed a model which supports the generation and presentation of event notifications. The model
consequently separates events fom notifications. Notifications can have different relevance which is
determined by interest patterns either defined by the user or taken from a set of defaults. The receiver can
interact with the notification in order to change its relevance or to get further information about the event
reported. Notifications are filtered using contexts and are propagated from the context of the event
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occurrence to higher-level contexts. In the prototypical implementation, a context was considered a folder
in a folder hierarchy.
The presentation of a notification depends on its relevance. Five presentation techniques with graded
urgency have been proposed which are extensions of the conventional desktop metaphor. Here, the focus
has been on the extension of the graphical alphabet of the LinkWorks (TM) icons.
Finally, we presented a prototypical implementation of our concept. Some problems of the realisation
using LinkWorks have been identified. We discussed the mechanism used to specify interest, the
process of notification generation and distribution, selection rules for a presentation technique according
the relevance of the notification to be presented and a solution which supports a multi-threaded dialogue.
Future work could focus on the dynamic, semi-automatic generation of interest patterns and on the use of
different media (e.g., sound) and metaphors (e.g., 3D environments) for the presentation. Another task
could be the reimplementation of the prototype in order to gain independence from LinkWorks, to
include synchronous and asynchronous communication facilities between users and to support mobile
users which connect to the system via wireless modems.
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Colour Plate 3: Non-modal global presentation
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